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The Beehive during early stages of construction in 1960. (photo by ~Bill Spreitzer)

WE MUST PAY FOR OUR OWN STUDENT UNION
( an editorial comment)
This year NISC will be taking the first steps
toward tremendous expansion of our facilities.
Countless classes and labs and·faculty offices will
be springing up as Northeastern prepares to meet
the challenge of a vastly increased .enrollment.
Part of the expansion is to include a student
union complex for recreation. Because of legal
a1101h,,r poorly plann ed issue
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technicalities it's necessary for the financing of
such a building to come from student fees. This, of
course, will force an increase in the Union fee.
Mr. Harralson, Director of the Union, has announced that the fee will be raised to $10 per
trimester effective September.
Though the building won't be complete for several years, negotiations . are currently under way
for the purchase of a building near campus for
temporary use as a union.
We support the unfortunate, but necessary fee
increase. It is truly regretful that students who will
have graduated before a building's occupancy
must supply the funds to begin its construction,
but, if we want the building, which, of course, is
always open to alumni , that's the way it must be
done.
In thi s issue you will find a fairly, complete
run-down on the entire building program, as well
as further details.on the student union.
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"THE FOOD STINKS"-SO DO
SOMETHING ABOUT IT!
I'd like to comment on the "article" titled 'The Food Stinks.'
which appeared in the January 21,
1970 issue of the Print. Like so
much other rubbish that is espoused by various people at NISC
the aut hors said nothing.
About the only thing that Byron
and Greenberg did was to repeat
the complaints that they've heard
and since the same complaints have
been voiced repeatedly for three
years, what, in fact, did Greenberg
and Byron accomplish?
Just repeating what others say
isn't good enough. If these people
really want to do something about
the poor cafeteria conditions here
at NISC, and, I admit, the food
here does stink, they will get off
their asses and (rather than just get

tbeir names and pictures in the paper) do something constructive to
solve the problem.
There are ma ny things they can
do. For example, they can form a
committee of volunteers (or even
reimbursed students) who can
compare NISC's cafeteria prices,
and food quality, with other Chicago universities. They can con- .
duct an open forum with the students and the teachers regarding
the food and its prices. They can
interview Mrs. Strax, Director of
Cafeteria Services, in order to lear-n
just how much profit is being
earned.
One of the problems that modern universities, modern . society
and modernity in general has is that
everyone wants to do something.
Everyone is more interested in hav-

"PIGS ON CAI\JPUS"
TO the PIGS on campus:
I have never written a letter
quite like this before a nd I a m not
so sure · that I should start now.
Jesu s exhorted us to "Love thy
neighbor as thyself" but I must ad- :
mit I am having an unusually dif- ·
ficult time in this case .
_
To be extremely satirical , I
would like to welcome the PIGS
who recently came out of "vacation Hybernation" and are now the
possessers of a fine library of
knowledge. In case you are unaware, it was a great pleasure to find
myself a personal benefactor once
agai n this trimester. The length of
my stinginess did surprise me however; it has been almost three years
since I last contributed to the wor-

ing their beautiful name appear on
a list, rather than actually accomplishing something. Last week one
of NISC's best known students told
me that he was carrying 18 hours,
participating in at least twelve
school projects and working three
days per week. My only question is
what could this student actually be
accomplishing?
But the issue here is the cafeteria. As far as kind words from
cafeteria employees . . . this is a
moot ,point. After all, the days are
cold and that work is tiresome and
generally tedious and they (the employees) have their problems too.
Sincerely Yours,
Arnold W.o lman

6OTHER HIM

thy PIG cause . At that time, to refresh your memory, it was a
"year's supply" of notes; very intellectual of you. I would think that
with I 00% profit on resale of
unused texts, you would not be so
prone to inflation . Maybe I am
judging unfairly, your scholars hip
may have just terminated (ended)
or your car is drinking too much
super- I 00 so funds are short. As
the case may be, it does appear that
you (singular or plural) have become extremely prolific these past
weeks probably because the book
stores aren't giving you " refunds"
without the sale slip any longer.
Truthfully, I hope that you do
keep a few for yourself but watch
where you put them down around

your home, it might not be too sate.
Take that advise from a man of experience, one that many might consider plain stupid for letting it happen. I prefer to !able it trust, but
that comes on a bit too ·out of step
with the times.
Next trip by Carrell 68 feel free
to look for another opportunity.
Though this may sound harsh or, in
its own way, wrong, please believe
that, in my own way, I am as much
concerned as angered. Last time
around you skipped one of my
$1.45 paper backs, a recent translation of the New Testament. Feel
just as free to this one, it can do us
both a Io.t of good.
Phil Miglioratti

SUPPORT FOR UNION FEE INCREASE
There has been some comment
about a probable incre\se in the
Student Union fees. Our
(N .I.S.C.'s) Student Union will be
called Commuter Center. Its purpose is to serve the entire college
community, including Students,
Faculty, Administration, Civil Ser-

vice, and any other member of the
community. I am not against the
increase, since I feel it is justified. I
am against the fact that faculty and
other groups who will benefit by
such a Union are not contributing
their fair share . Why should the

st-udents carry the burden of paying
for a structure that is for everyone?
if the commuter center is for everyone, then I say, let everyone contribute to its construction.
Jay P. Byron

DA VE WEINER WRITES ANOTHER
LONG LETTER TO PRINT
Recently the administration of
this college published a pamphlet
which details the rules and regulations governing the operation
and parking of all vehicles on
campus. On the surface, these rules
a nd regulation s seem relatively
clear a nd should not warrant a ny
special consideration but if one
explores the means by which these
rules and regulation s were formulated as well as the specific content
of the rule s themselve s, then it becomes abundantly clear that the se
rules and regulations repre sent a
very serious problem, if not threat,
to the students of this college .
Before I proceed furthe r I wish
to state that this letter is in content
meant to be informative and that I
wish only to bring to light what I
consider to be a serious problem.

,.

Having stated that the content of
this letter is informative, I sha ll
proceed to detail the problem
which these rules and regulations
represent for us.
Let us first look at the provisions
which deal specifically with us as
students. I select three portions
from Sec. 7 to make my first point .
These sectio ns are as follows :
Sec. 7 . I (That a) Student
Board of Appeals will be composed of four full time undergraduate students, one graduate student and two alternatives. Members of the board
will be elected by the student
body in a general election .
Sec. 7.4 Vacancies on the
above board may be filled by
temporary appointment to fill
unexpired terms of office in
the following manner:

(A) Student Appeal
Board by Student Senate President.
Sec. T.5 Elections for all
Boards shall be in September
The above provisions would seem
at first appearance to provide adequate safeguards for the students of
this college but do they? The answer is unquestionably no. Why?
The fact is that violations of the
rules and regulations governing
parking are already being issued;
yet no appeals board has been established. Are our rights of appeal
the n being safeguarded? By
Whom? One might suppose that
this minor failing to establish an
Appeals Board could be solved by
Sec . 7.4. Unfortunately we have in
fact no Student Senate President

The ,orth«·a~ler11
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and we had to discontinue the contest.
Sorry about that .
To ovoid suit from the PE Deport ment, here is this short announcement.
The Northeastern PRINT is publis-hed at
Northeastern I llinois State College,
Bryn Mawr at St. Louis, Chicago. Opi nions expresseO wit hin these pages are
not necessarily those of the administration , but rather tho se of th e individual contributor solely . Add ress comThe rules to this little contest ore . ments to E-45 .
simple. You must come do w n to the Warren G. Hording . ... : .... .. .. Ken Davis
PRINT office and reveal to us the name Colvin Coolidge .... . ... , ..... Lorry Spaeth
of some person yo u have reason to be · Eleonor Roosevelt ............ Lynn Musson
lieve is a Police agent w orking under•
Dwight Eisenhower . ... . ... . . . Dove Green
cover on the campus. If at any time
Barry Goldwater . ............ Roger Bader
thereafter that person publicolly ad Ladybird Johnson . . ... ... Connie McNeely
mits to being o N ore then you w ill w in
Martha Washington ... . ... Moura George
a television. H onest.
Teddy Roosevelt ........... . . . Bill Spreitzer
Official PRINT Rul es ore :
Milliard Filmore . .. . ... .. . . Mickey Sogrillo
l ) Must name the Nore by 5:00 PM
Also rons ........... ....... ...... .. ..Mike Gilmore,
tomorro w .
MelodyCobleigh, Steve Mandel, Fred
2) Th e person na med , w hen he re·
-English, Barb Sielecki, Cindy Dubas,
veals himself, must be lohg to one of
Marnie Fournier, Barb Ulman, Fronk
these organizations : Chicago Police De :
Konrad, Rich Sears and other losers
portment, FBI , CIA, WCTU , Do w Chem Corey's Place .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .... Gene Corey
ical, Brinks, Pinkerton , Mod Squad,
M inutemen, KKK , or any of t he Armed Mondo Crypto .. .. .Gory-Dole Stockmonn
Environmental Quality . . .Mickey Sogrillo
Forces.
Del Breckenfeld's Column ..... .................... .
W e hod to discontinue the Franz Lipp
..... .. .......... Del Breckenfeld (who else?)
Tree Relocation Contest because of an
(who else?)
unfortunate incident. One of the staff
CELEBRITIES
was accepting entries and w as being
harrassed simul taneously by someone. Howard Taft ........ . . ... . .. . . ... .. Les Klug
Eugene V. Debs ....... .. .... Bernie Forber
In order to cut the harasser short he
Lor Daley ..... . ........... ... . . .Mel Skvorlo
yelled, "Don ' t give me no lip!" With
Dick Nixon .... . .. . .......... .Chuck Stamps
th is the mosses trying to enter left
Sponsor (freelance writer) Ely M. Liebow .
thinking he wasn't accepting anymore.
Misspelled last week .... . .. Ely M. Leibow
There was no way to receive all entries

A s a continuing feature of th e
Northeastern PRINT, w e feel we should
in some w ay educate the grow ing
number of ignorant people that popu •
late the w orld toda y . We should do
you ·a service and get you involved in
· the burning controversies of today s
turbulent society. To meet this com•
mitment the PRINT announces its second Stoffbox cohtest, Nome the Nore.

(Continued on fJll~e 6)
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NISC FACES CHALLENGE OF EXPANSION
When Chicago Teacher's College-North
opened almost ten years ago , there was little
but praise for the quietly impressive, ultramodern little campus, with its vasl walls of
,glass and pleasing hexagonal motif.
As the years rolled on, the pressures of
increased enrollment and the radically
changed function of the college itself took
some of the splendor away, and just a fraction of a decade later, the first plans were
already being drawn for capacious new
structures to rise in NISC's grassy back
yard .
At present, campus planning is at its
peak, with no less tha n eight totally new
structures on its drawing boards. To relieve

Ct-t,c~~o

immediatt11 pressures, numerous offices
have moved off campus, taking with them
limited study facilities for at least one department, and in the plans for off-campus
expansion are temporary facilities for- student recreation and several other departmental studies.
Northeastern Illinois State College,
soon, no doubt, to become Northeastern
University, is caught up in the increasing
public demand for higher education . There
are few institutions in the nation today not
feeling severe growing pains - pains caused
from the need to expand in areas where
little, if any, money is available, and land is
usually at a premium. These crises certainlv
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cality. Programming, or the first phase ot
planning, is well under way for all other
buildings, including the student union . In
order to construct the student union , much
heavier fees will be required, · because
unions must be built from student money.
The construction of any university building takes almost five years, and that's if everything goes smoothly.
This, then, is a general insight to the
building program at Northeastern . In the
next few pages, we attempt to present as
thorough a description of that program as
possible in these early stages. Most phases
of these plans will be complete within thi s
_d ecade , but there's more t(! come.

apply to us . What little land surrounds our
campus has already been blacktopped for
parking, and the "anti-inflation sentiments
of the present U.S. administration are severely limiting.
Negotiations have been under way for
years with authorities for permission to expand into either the Municipal Tuberculosis Sanitarium or the Chicago Parental
School grounds to the south, and, while
some progress has been made recently, it
still is not known which property will be
available to us, and when.
Progress on two buildings, both slated
for groundbreaking early this year, has
been halted because of a financial techni-
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Artist's conception of future campus layout, showing approximate locations for those buildings which will be constructed on· pre,s ently-owned property.

UNION FEE GOING UP-

STUDENT lJNIONS MUST BE FUNDED BY STUDENTS
One of the most serious drawbacks of our
existing campus is that there's no place for
recreation. Our double cafeteria is
hopelessly overburdened, and whatever
lounge space there once was has almost all
become offices.
That's why the plan calls for a student
union building . Planners are calling for a
96,000 net-assignable-square-foot structure, to be erected in a three-phase operation . It will include several types of eating
facilities, such as short-order, regular dining, and full banquet rooms . There are
plans for vast recreational areas, including
billiards, small games and perhaps bowling
alleys.
Phase I is projected to cost 7½ million
-dollars, but, unlike other buildings, student
unions cannot be financed through state
funds. The monies needed to accumulate
the cash reserve from which bonds are
floated must be derived from students. The
bonds a re then pa id off from continuing

student fees and the revenue which the
building generates.
It was this consideration which led
Union Director Cliff Harralson to announce last week a substantial increase, effective September, in the Student Union
fee . The cost will rise from its present $4.50 ·
level to $10 per trimester. All part-time students, both day and evening, will pay one~
· half the amount.
In the not-too-distant future, NISC students can expect even further increases in
the fee. The problem is almost self-explanatory . In order to begin construction
on a Union building, a large amount of
money must be accumulated . This must, by
law, be taken from students. But the students who begin paying for the building
won't be around when it's finished . There
just doesn't seem to be any other way .
At Chicago Circle,' full timers pay $27
per quarter. or $ 108 per year to maintain
their un io n building. At W estern full timers

pay $14 per quarter, and fees for full time
students at other neighboring institutions
include Northern ($20/semester), Illinois
Sta te ($11 /semester), a nd Eastern ($9/
qu a rter) .
At present, the Commuter Commons
coinplex is in its early programming stages.
It is being programmed by a committee of
six students, four faculty , and one administrator. The committee has travelled to numerous universities with unions similar to
that proposed for NISC , and has, on the
basis of numerous conferences , made the
recommendations to hire Cliff Harralson as
Union Director, to purchase the temporary
union facility, to increase the union fee , and
to establish an activity board for the union
to co-ordinate activities. The committee
also recommended hiring an Activit y Director . T hey're presentl y interv iewing candidates.

CLIFF HARRALSON
Union Director
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_No Groundbreaking in ~pfing_

FINANCIAL PROBLEMS
SCIENCE, CLASS BLDGS.
Campus Planning Director Melvyn A.
Skvarla likens the construction of a facility
like the science building to the preparation
of breakfast. You have to start brewing the
coffee and toasting the bread and cooking
the eggs at different times if you want them
all ready at, say, 8:00, he explains . All the

Groundbreaking was to be in December,
and by now construction should have been
well under way .
We have a $1 million grant from Title
one of the Higher Education Facilities Act
of 1965 , but President Nixon, in his fight
against inflation , froze all money for capital
building. He requested that all governors do
likewise, and Governor Ogilvie complied.
The United States Office of Education,
however, granted permission for Northeastern to go out for bids in November, but
Ogilvie continued his freeze. He relented on
December 11 , but the problems were not
over.
,
The building is being financed through
the sale of bonds which, of course, must be
sold on the bond market. The bonds are limited to a 6% interest limit. These are similar
to municipal bonds, sold in $5,000 increme nts.
" In today's market" . explains · Skvarla
" no o ne wants 6%. Others are higher. Con'. sequently, our bonds can't be sold until the
ceiling is raised."
The General Assembly is scheduled to
reconvene on April l . Hopefully, Governor
Ogilvie will recommend that the ceiling be
raised .

MELVYN A. SKV ARLA
toast, eggs, & science buildings

At this time no one is making guesses at
the likelihood of a groundbreaking in the
operations ta ke diffe~ent lengths of time,
but they all have to come out together in the , near future. Bids might go out shortly after
the ceiling is raised , if it is raised, and conend. So what happens when the toaster
struction could come right away . But nobreaks down?Well, by the time you've fixed
body knows for sure.
it, the rest of the meal is getting cold, and
Architects have had the Science Buildbreakfast is late.
ing's working drawings in substantial comSometime last fall the toaster · broke
pletion since September. The delays have
down. Under the original timetable acnot been those of either the architects or the
cording to Skvarla, bids were to be tak:n for
college.
the science building in August of '69.
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LINCOLN CENTER

OFF-CAMPUS EXPANSI ON
LIGHTENS PRESSURES
One of the most unique things about our
unique little college is that, as it was designed, the inhabitants never need leave the
building during the school day. Faculty
members may have offices on the sixth floor
and classes in the F building,, and students
travel from the gym to the language labs in
what the big shopping centers call "a perfect 72 degrees year 'round ."
This is very comfortable, and it works
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STUDENT UNION

This drawing indicates the relative progress of each buildin current! be"
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well. What it does not take into account is
the people who work in one office or another, or who, perhaps attend one small group
of classes in close proximity to each other,
who never need to walk through the heated
glass hallways. In fact, for all practical purposes, certain offices, such as business, admissions, Tesearch and development, public
relations and the like, could probably operate just as efficiently in another building
altogether.
Such was the reasoning of the planners
who leased office space at 3525 West Peterson. T_hese offi~es have been successfully
operatmg from the new location for some
time now, benefiting more from the convenience of greater space than burdened by.
their distance from the campus.
The office of admissions seceeded from
the union well over a year ago, moving to an
of~ce across from Follett's, and operating
qmte well there.
Off-campus expansion in recent months
has become a lucrative proposition to many
department heads. When Dr. Hudson,
Dean of Liberal Arts and Sciences, announced recently that the department of
English had acquired an off-campus storefront at 3307 W. Bryn Mawr effective
March l, he had placed the official stamp
on the first of several expansion proposals.
{!n?fficially, the Art department is negotlatmg through the office of Campus Planning for additional studio space, and the
Psychology department seeks a headquarters for its experimental programs.
Like the department of English, they propose to use the facilities for limited special
classroom work, and certain faculty offices.
3307 W . Bryn Mawr will be NISC's center
for Creative Writing, as well as a remedial
reading lab.
M?st plans for temporary off-campus expansion are of the academic or business nature. One proposal, however, is strictly for
the sake of recreation. Mr. Cliff Harralson
Student Union Director, recently began th~
search for a "student union" somewhere
off campus, to be used until the permanent
structure is ready for occupancy.
He and Campus Planning recently completed negotiations with the owners of a
single-family residence about a block away,
and the matter is currently pending witht
the Board of Governors. If they approve the
action a~ their February Board meeting, the
h<?use will be renovated during March, and
will be ready for use around April I.
Harralson, in an interview with PRINT
explained his ideas for renovation . Th~
structure, he pointed out, has several rooms
upstairs, three large rooms downstairs, and
a full basement.
As he envisions it, the basement c~uld be
t
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IT TAKES FIVE YEARS
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DESIGNING A NEW BUILDING IS NO EA"S Y TASK
Five years - on an average, that's how
long it takes to build a building similar to
those envisic;med in Northeastern's plans.
Perhaps the human emotion which must
be most carefully controlled, then, is impatience. In most cases, and certainly at
Northeastern , students have quite a bit to
say about _the buildings' designs - what they
want in them, how they should be laid out,
and how many of this or that there should
be. But students who plan buildings are
rarely around when their buildings are
complete, and rarely are they able to use
them. Not all faculty members stay with institutions longer than five years, either, and
the problem is often the same in those circles .
Therefore, buildings .,_m ust be designed
not to meet the present need, but that of the
future. Not five or ten years hence, but perhaps half a decade. The problem is that
committees to design new facilities are
frequently not set up until the need is so
great that everyone's aware of it.

•

and finalize it. The administration takes the
The process of designing a new building
proposed budget to the Board of Goverfor a state college such as ours is at times
nors. If approved, they send it to the Board
rather complicated, but an understanding
of Higher Education for the State of Ilof this process can help explain what sometimes appear to be lon·g, needless delays .
linois, which sends the budget to the goverThere are five basic steps - programming,
nor for inclusion in his annual budget if
schematic drawings, design development
they approve. It's then passed along as part
of the building package to the General A sdrawings, working drawings, and construction. Construction generally consumes
sembly.
The budget is adopted as a bill and signed
about two years, and planning the other
three.
by the Governor.
Meanwhile, the program committee is
When an institution recognizes the need
detailing and refining the program, and infor a new facility , it sets up a committee to
investigate the matter. Traditionally, the . terviewing architects for building design.
committee will be made up of faculty who
When their decision is reached regarding
will occupy the structure, as well as adminan architect, they submit their recommenistrators and students. They must deterdation to the President , who submits it to
mine, after conferences and discussions,
the Board. If the Board approves, they hire
what facilities the building must have, the
him to work w-ith the program committee.
number of cl a ssroom s, labs, and or offices
When the committee submits to the arto be add ed, and the spatial relationship
chitect its. written program , the programbetween the va riou s rooms .
ming pha se - which traditionally lasts I ½
years - is complete.
They proposed a rough working budget,
The second, and shortest , operational
phase, usually about three months, is the
examination of schematic drawings. The
architect draws these single-line "schematInner City Studies, at 700 E .- Oakwood
ics" from the written program, and returns
Boulevard. Northeastern took control of
his work for further evaluation. The comthe institution some time ago, and . it was
mittee may at this stage make changes in the
recently announced by Dr. Lienemann,
plan wherever they deem necessary. The
Vice President for Administrative Affairs,
complete, corrected schematics are then
that Northeastern officially acquired the
sent to the President, and a formal presentaCICS, or Lincoln Center, on January 7 of
tion is made to the Board of Governors.
this year.
With their approval, the next phase is beLincoln Center was originally built by gun.
Frank Lloyd Wright's uncle, the Rev. Mr.
At this point, changes in the design may
Jenkin-Lloyd Jones, as a kind 6f church fano longer be made. The schematics are
cility. Jones' following had envisioned a
ironed out by the architects. They now pro·utilitarian church building, including an
duce Design Development drawings, which
auditorium, schoolrooms, assembly rooms,
offer extremely detailed information, inkitchens, gymnasia, living quarters, and cluding mechanical, electrical and plumbground level stores to help defray expenses.
ing requirements.
Wright and his uncle engaged in a great
After approval of the Design Develnumber of disputes, and Wright walked off opment, actual working drawings are develthe job. The building was later constructed,
oped. These are the final "prints", from
though it had changed considerably, and
which the contractors bid and eventually
named the Abraham Lincoln Center. Toconstruct the building. The architects also
day it is the Northeastern Illinois State Colproduce a large book of specifications,
lege Center for Inner City Studies.
which lists the quality of materials to be
As indicated, with the exception of Linused, specifics on fixtures and construction
coln Center and various extension courses,
materials, and other minute details.
the expansions mentioned here are, temThe planning stage is over. Next on the
porary. But they will probably be in use for,
agenda - sealed bids. The bid must be exat bes~. several years to come.
actly within budget in order to be awarded .
Northeastern's·project, of course, is considerably larger than just the addition of a
building or two . We are currently planning
almost a n entirely new campus to be built
during the next decade .
The director of this project, Planning Director Melvyn A . Skva rla, discussed the two
·approaches to all-campus planning.
_"Basically", he explained , "there is the
fun c tiona l approach a nd the acade mic d iscipline approach . In the functi o nal a pproach , a ll fac ulty o ffi ces are clu ste red
together in one building, a nd class rooms,
la boratorie s a nd lecture hall s a re placed
in othe r separa te buildings. In the academic
di sc ipline approac h, all class rooms, la bs
and faculty offices in a given di scipline are

OFF CAMPUS EXPANSI ON-CONTINUED
converted into a kind of coffee shop, where
programs such as Bugg House Square could
be held. The area could be equipped with a
juke box and food vending machines, he
said . The first floor could be converted into
student lounges; at least one of which could
be equipped with television. There is probably space for a typing room and a quiet
room for study.Upstairs rooms may be converted into offices and conference rooms.
Harralson 's office would be there, as well as
an office for student government.
The house would remain in use, according to current plans, until phase I of the
ac.tual union building is complete, at which
time the residence would be re-converted
and placed back on the market.
These plans ., for expansion of o ffice
space, classroom and experimental program facilities, as well as recreation areas are either already implimented or quite
close t_o implimentation. Many still require
review from our Board of Governors. However, these proposals all have one thing in
common. They are temporary expansions.
Exception s are N ISC 's exten s ion
courses, offered at other institutions. The
most significant exception is our Center for

CHANGIN' TIMES VISIT DOWNEY
The "Changin' Times" performed last
week at Downey Veteran's Hospital. The
show was given to a full auditorium of
patients. It was certainly a change for these
brain-damaged patients, the majority of
whom are "over thirty ." The usual benefit
·performances consist of the Veterans of
Foreign Wars bringing their band and playing old hits or choral groups, singing traditional songs. Not so this 'timet NISC'S students D .C.'ed and drop-ki'cked to the accompaniment of popular music. The reaction at first was semi-enthusiastic but as the

dances progressed, the applause increased.
The group really established a rapport with
their audience so that, by the final number,
a song arrangement, the patients were really
"digging it" . This repotter, witting in the
audience, heard varying comments such as
"This is really weird ain't it?"
The performance ended as'the group disbanded and mingled with the audience,
shaking hands and thanking them for coming, an unprecedented occurance in itself.
They really "broke some faces."

EXPAND ORCHESTRA PROGRAM
The music department of Northeastern
Illinois State College wishes to announce qn
expansion of its orchestral program. Beginning February 4th, a Wednesday evening
orchestra will be formed , rehearsing from
7-9 P .M . in the Music Building of the Col lege.
It is hoped that the evening re hearsal
time will facilitate partkipatlon' by all inter-

ested members of the college community-students, faculty, administration and staff.
Instruments will be provided for all NISC
students who are admitted to the organization . All new members will be required to
audition after the first rehearsal. For additional information contact Mr. Vincent
Oddo, conductor, at J U 3-4050 , extension 366.

Auditions
for

Thieves'
CARNIVAL
7-10 P.M.
tonite
little Theater

..(NISC Stage Players)

Weird yellow bands on all our trees signify
what their new locations will be.

AS A FINAL
TOUCH ...
The Board has approved the firm of
Franz Lipp & Martin Wehler as Master
Plan Landscape architects for the campus.
They will work with the Ad-Hoc Committee to develop a Landscape Philosophy
for the campus.
Not all of their work will be done after
the buildings are complete. Their first task
is the relocation of all trees and shrubs
presently populating the front courtyard
near the flagpole . Since this is the location
for the classroom building, the vegetation
will have to be moved quickly.

Next Week

What the
buildings
will look like,
And what will
be in them

~

.

grouped togethe r in separate buildings.
The latter is the traditional method , which
we have chosen ."
Hy contrast, Skvarla used C ircle campus
as an example of the function a l design .
NISC's buildings will include a classroom building, science building, physical
education building, fine arts building, library complex and student union . There
will al so be two parking structures, and an
addition to the existing physical plant.

THEFTS
PROMPT
WARNING
Last week, three separate complaints
.were registered at the PRINT office about
stolen property. We heard reports of several .
stolen books and at least one stolen coat.
Lt. Flood, chief of Security, revealed that
there is not a definite pattern of theft, nor
does there appear to be a concerted theft
effort.
Instead, he says, students who lose materials often have been careless about where
they -were left. "All property reported stolen has been taken from unlocked areas,"
he said.
· Flood recommended that students always keep carrels locked and carry other
property with them. Leaving valuable
things visibly in cars, even when locked , is
another invitation for trouble, he explained .
If property is stolen, students should immediately report the incident to security
services in the.J, \?'-!i) ding 1or. to the P~ INT
office - we ' ll relay the message .
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who can legall y act under this provision to establish such a Board.
Why not? The fact is that the Senate voluntarily suspended their
constitution some three mon.ths
ago and thereby neither the officers
nor the · remaining members have
the right or the power to act under
the provision to create such a
Boar9. And so we as students are
left to defend ourselves with a
Board until this coming September. Now, in all probability, the
Board will be created by appointment anyway. Who, however, will
guarantee that these members who
will be appointed arbritarilywill be
qualified to sit on such an important body?

anywhere else in the City of Chicago or ·the State of Illinois . I repeat
we are entitled to these rights since
we are being prosecuted under a
state or city violation. Why have
not these rights been incorporated
into these rules or some other document which is applicable to these
rules? The fault lies with those who
are illegally representing the student body of college. It is these
same individuals, more or iess, who
sti ll persist in illegally exercising a
power of representation which
they no longer have by their own
act. I remind you, my felllow students, that these individuals suspended the student constitution at
least three months ago. Now a nd
then they continue to exercise
If the foregoing discussion the power -we gave them although
seems. to case some doubts in your they have no right to do so. This
minds as to the validity of these arrogant and illegal use of power
rules and regulations as they apply which they no longer have the
to students, I would ask that you right to exercise has produced a
search the publication for any in- . set of rules and regulations which
dication or detailing of the rights of afford us absolutely no safeguards.
due process. Such rights which we
are entitled to if a violation has
I am not aware of the part which ·
been issued to us are not to be these individuals tooK in the formufound in this document or any oth- lation of these rules but whatever
er issued by the administration. We part was taken must be viewed as
are entitled to the rights of due pro- illegal in terms of them representcess or should be si nce these viola- ing us. A word should be directed
tions are violations not of the col- to the President of this college, Dr.
lege but the statutes of the State of Sachs, concerning this matter. I
Illinois and the City of Chicago. should like to know on what basis
The last statement may be easily he authorized the President of the
verified by referring to Sec. I Part Senate to exercise that power of apE of the rules and regulations. pointment for members of an apWhat all of this simply means is peals board in view of the fact that
that we can be found guilty of a that person no longer enjoys the
parking violation without any right of representing us or no longguarantee of the same rights which er has a valid and/or legal right to
we would certainly have if we exercise the powers given under a
choose to fight a violation issued now suspended constitution. It
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would seem that Dr. Sachs has undertaken to recognize a student
government which itself does not
recognize itself as legitimate by its
own act and which is not recognized by the students who it allegedly represents in this school. If
Dr. Sachs has recognized this body,
on what basis does he do so? If he
has not then on what basis does he
delegate the alleged President of
the student body the power to appoint member s to the Student
Board of Appeals?
·The last point which I wish to
make concerns the status of graduate students at this college. It is indeed unfortunate that these students must along with the undergraduates suffer from the misuse of
power which we are currently
being subjected to. It is a situation
already gone to far which finds not
only that undergraduates are misrepresenting their own peers but.
also succeeding in legislating for
the graduate students who are not
and could not take part in matters
which deal directly with them.
Even if the constitution were not
suspended, graduate students are
barred from representing themselves by an act of omission. I must
only conclude that both graduate
and undergradua te students can
not be bound by any acts of what
now calls itself the student government.
If there are those who read this
letter who say to themselves that
the situation is not really that important or does not really matter, I
say think twice about _the present
situation and to the future. If there
is no change and the same individ-

uals continue in their present direction , we may expect only th~ worst.
The worst may be expected because
what we will be approving is the
arbritary use of power by individuals who have no legi timate right
to exercise any power at all. I suggest to you that the next act to
whicH we will be subject will be a
raise in the Student Union Fee. A
raise which will have no more legality attached to it than any of the
other acts which have been imposed upon us in the last three
months.
In closing I submit the following
statements for your consideration:
I. That the students of the college have not for the past three
months had any legal representation in the discussion and/or
decision of matters directly or
indirectly affecting them .
2. That all acts including the
rules and regulations discussed
in this letter which have been approved by those who call themselves the student government
are illegal acts and may be ignored until such time as a legally
elected representive body may
approve them.
3. That the administration of
this college immediately withdraw any recognition which it
has given to those who are currently representing themselves
as the student government.
4 . That graduate students specifically consider all acts of this
illegal student government as
null and void and without application to them.
5. That the best interests of the
students of this college can not
be met until _they are given the

right to determine who is to represent them and their interests.
6 . That an immediate election
be called by the undergraduates
of this college to elect a new student government which will in
fact represe nt them a nd thus prevent any further misuse of representative power.
7. That the issuance of all
parking violations or other disciplinary violations be suspended until students may have
adequate protections for themselves, established by their own
legal representatives.
I sincerely regret the need and
occasion for this letter but I sincerely believe th'lt this action is in
the best interests of students attending this college and can not be accomplished under the present si tuation. I invite anyone whether they
be student, faculty member, or admini strator to explain the need for
this p~se nt situation or its desirability.
DavidJ . Weiner

s1s·11 L, OF
GLEN BASS
SAYS THANKS
Dear Northeastern :
Please accept my deepest appreciation for your many kindnesses
to my brother Glen Bass, your nonacademic watchman.
Most respectfully,
Fredericka Bass Warrell
(sister)

Israel and Yon
- TAKE A BREAK FROM THE NASTY WEATHER, POLLUTION AND DIRT! GET INVOLVED
WITH ISRAEL! JOIN THE TENS OF THOUSANDS WHO HAVE PARTICIPATED IN UNIQUE
AND EXCITING EXPERIENCES IN ISRAELI
SHE RUT LA'AM - Live and Work for a Year in Israel
Share Your Education, Training, and Know-How
These programs offer three months of Hebrew study,
field trips, seminars, and special cultural activities:
Kibbutz Program
College Graduate Program
Vocational & Technical Service

KIBBUTZ OPPORTUNITIES
Year-round programs, living and working in a
unique social experiment in cooperative living
6-month Hebrew study/work program
Tei:nporary worker - live and work on a kibbutz
for a month or more

SUMME'R PROGRAMS

UNIVERSITY STUDY

Summer in Kibbutz - 10-week work program with tours
Israel Summer Institute - 7-week study/travel program
Short Summer Kibbutz Ulpan - 9-week Hebrew study/work
University programs for credit: Hebrew University
Tel Aviv University

Hebrew University. Jerusalem
Tel Aviv University
Bar-llan University
Haifa University
International Graduate Center for Hebrew and
Jewish Studies, Arad

Many other exciting opportunities are available. For information, contact:

CHICAGO ISRAEL PROGRAMS
220 South State Street
Chicago, Illinois 60604
Tel: 939-6427

ISRAEL AND YOU: Seminar on Opportunities in Israel
University of Illinois, Chicago Circle
Friday, February 13th
2:00-5 :00
[Registration 2 :00]
C.C.C. High-rise

Northwestern University
Sunday, February 1st
2:30-5:00
[Registration 2:30]
Harris Hall, Room 107

Program alumni _and research persons will be available for discussion.
I
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Idle thoughts, rando m reflections, opinions, observations, and other trivia ...
.. .Did you hear about the guy who was so
poor that his mirror was in bl ack and
white?
... "The Only Way You Cou ld Go Was
Up" award for the month was awarded to
Stephen Zvolner. He was bumped out of
last place in the 69~70 NISC phone book by
newcomer Christine Zydlow. Stephen held
the coveted position for the last two years.
Conversely, Linda Abadi retained a firm
hold on the top spot of the list. In case you
were wondering, the last entry in the Chicago directory belongs to Zeke Zzzypt, of
7529 Kingston Ave . (You can't pronounce
Zzypt, but yoti can sneeze it.) ·

Ninety per cent of the books on the
shelves downstairs aren't worth a second
glance, but some are downright gems .
Take Pel Names, by Jean E. Taggart,
for example. Miss Taggart took it upon
"We have met the enemy and he is us!"
herself to compile a n<! categorize 355
Pogo
pages of names for pets, and their derivations. She didn't just stop at dogs, cats,
This might have been the underlying theme behind Northwestern University's "Project
birds, and ho rses-a-names for insects, spi- Survival ", a teach-out held last Friday a nd Saturday to deal with the ever-increasing
ders, and newts are also included. If you concern over pollution . The program, which hosted five nationally renowned scienti sts
were stu mped for a name for your pet crick- a nd four Illinois politicians, began at seven PM on Friday and continued through 6 AM
et, the book suggests Broad Jumper, D a nc- Saturday morn. The only real coverage given the program was by WIND, who stopped
ing Fiddler, and Chirrup, a mong others. A head-counting at seven with I 0 ,000 already within the un iversity's Tech Institute. The
praying mantis can be a fun pet , too, and teach-out, first of a series of similar programs to be held periodically throughout the
suitable names are Spiny, Cannibal , and nation, concerned itself with introducing the real problems of pollution and over-popuWhiplash . The book also sugge~ts Mabel as . lation to, not only the city's college community, but a lso to a ll people willing to take an
a good name for a whale.
interest in the world's chances of survival.
'
~ Take a slow, aimless walk past the
Dr. Lamont Cole, an ecologist fro m Cornell University, opened the 12 hour program
.. .New word for the day: hornswoggle- shelves so meti me, and you too may find a with a story about pelicans dying in the Atlantic. His point was that pelicans, as in--to swi ndle ; humbug; bamboozle.
book that you don't believe .
significant as they may seem, are biological indicators . And so are humans. Cole explained
... Not only is our modest library a foun - · ... Another new word for the day: boon- that the U .S. carries 6% of the world's population, yet presently consumes 60% of the
tain of knowledge where all may go to sip, doggle---to do trifling, valueless work. earth's non-reusable resources. Why? Because America is much more concerned about
but it's not a bad place for just browsing. It (Sometimes I think I'm majoring in boon- its gross national product than about pelicans . He called for a re-evaluation of national
beats the heck out of Kroch's and Bren- doggling.)
priorities after telling the audience that the sum· total of all U .S . spending to fight the poltano's downtown, because they always have
... "My way of joking is to tell the truth. lution problem in our vast history could run the Pentagon for about three hours (Gasp!) .
a lot of appealing paperbacks, which run It's the fu nniest joke in the world." ---G . B.
Fo llowing Cole was Dr. Lawrence Slobodkin , Director of the Evolution and Ecology
into money. But here they're free .
Shaw
program at Stony Brook University in New York . Slobodkin opened with " Feces is to
ecology what cancer is to biochemistry ." But his message wasn't entirely humorous.
Slobodkin 's presentation was a complicated but interesting explanation of reasons for
overpopulation and what must be done . He said that population must keep pace with food ,
not vice versa. We are overpopulated because women are repressed in the professions. The
only way, therefore, that women can turn, the only thing that women can really succeed at,
is becoming professional child-bearers. A second problem lies with our social security
system. If a person can't conceive of living comfortably off of his retires pension , he si mpl y
has more children who will eventuall y help to support him. And what can be done by the
TRS TICKETRON ELECTRONIC TICKET OFFICE
college set who has the potential for both professions and comfortable retire ment, "Get
sterilized!"
HOURS : DAILY 10-5:30

TH-E FLIP SIDE

STEREO L.P.'s-$3. 19
8-TRACK TAPES-$5.50
MONAURAL L.P .'s-$1 .00

MON & THUR 10-9 SAT 10-5

Next on the program was Dr. Peter Flawn, Director of the Economic Geology a nd
Geology at the University of Texas. Flawn likened man to a life disease which has become
an epidemic. We are now parasites, draining the final blood from our mother earth. Flawn
places the blame on the "industrial society." " No aspect of life in America is free from
science and technology. And as long as you want the product, you're part of it ." We are the
stimulus, and the villianous industrial society is merely the response . (Gasp! Gasp!)
Dr. Barry Commoner, Director of Washington University's Center of the Biology of
Natural Systems , followed with his commentary on Nixon's $10 biilion-5 year promise .
"Why, even Hickle thinks that about $1 5 bill ion a year might be adeq uate ." C ommoner
stated that in ecology, everything else, even Viet Nam, Alaska, and Dade County. We have
used our " reservior of inventive genious" to even domesticate bacteria in our sewage
systems. The result : all but one river in Illinois is severely polluted . Unfortunately, a
bala nced ecosyste m is inversely proportional to our gross national product. (Gasp! Gasp!
G asp !) " A la rge part of pollution is due to our attempt to overdrive the biological cycle of
the ecosystem . The proper use of science is not to conquer Nature, but to try to live with it."
The final scientist to speak was Dr. Paul Ehrlich of Stanford University and author of
Population Bomb. He began by stating that weather parallels agriculture. If the agricultural year has been bad, it's due to bad weather. But if the agricultural yea r has been good,
it's because of technology and politics, of course . Pollution affects weather, which affects
agriculture, which .. . " Today we (the U.S.) have a surplus of food . But a food surplus is food
that cannot be sold because starving people can't buy it!" Ehrlich stressed the point that
the birth of the average US child puts fifty times the stress on the world's biosystem than
any other child in the world ." The US takes one-sixth of the fish from underdeveloped
countries and feeds it to our pigs and pets." Ehrli ch concluded by calling for the ousting of
the " elderly, rustic boobs" in Washington who are ignorantly attempting to run our
country, and.increase th e gross national product.

Howdoyou
leel about those
llags on ears?
If it angers you to see the super-patriots and
love-it-or-leave-it guys taking over the American Flag-STRIKE BACK!
Display these "peace" and ''equality" color
decals on car and apartment windows ..
on
ti
bumpers,_doors, book jackets.
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After the scientists came the poiiti c-ians, the first of which was Attorney General William Scott , called the " Officer Obie of Polluters" by Stevenson. Scott blundered his way
through his presentations with statements as " US Steel is pouring acid right into the lake"
(which got him a standing ovation) and (speaki ng about the great cost of rectifying pollu tion) "How do you tell that to your grandmother with emphysema?" Scott also wants to
keep the politics out of pollution and· convince all polluters that it 's uneconomical to
pollute." Nobody has the inalienable right to poison anyo ne e lse's air or water. "
Adlai .Stevenson Ill, state treasurer, took the podium and cut Nixon's$ IO billion promise to ribbons . "Only $4 billion of Nixon's$ IO billion wi ll come from the US government ,
and that will be paid in nine years , rather than five ." $800 million was promised by
Congress to fight water pollution in ' 71 , yet only $40 million was allocated . " In 1969, we
(the US) spent more on Apollo 11 than on ail of air and water pollution . W e reach for the
stars, but we can't see the sky." Man can control his· eleme nts but can't control himself. "If
we don't go out with a bang or a whimper, it will be with a cough."
Following Stevenson was Paul Simon, Lt. Governor, who severely cut apart Ogiivie's
vetoes of anti-pollution measures. He pointed out that the State of Illinois is 47th in per
capita for parks and .recreational areas. Today, the US has about 2.6 agricultural acres for
every person . By 1975, that number will be reduced to 2.2; by 2000, 1.2. " W e (the politicians) need the resources and power to correct pollution."
Victor Ya nnacone, a lawyer renowned for his anti-pollution actions, was the last speaker of the night. Hi s message : " W e must sue the bastards," talking a bout what measures can
be taken by us to check industrial pollution. " Petitions only go to the circular file, or might
sti mulate a 'study' ." He a lso had views o n population control. " Your hearts may belong to
dadd y, but your wombs belong to the state legisla ture." Ya nnacone rallied the throng for
85 minutes, one hour over his a ll otted time. He com plete ly enthralled the audie nce up to
· his final message: " You have a lake out there that ha ngs like a pus-fi lled appendix on the
bo,wels of c ivili zation . Don't just sit here and bitch; do somet hing! "
,\
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EXPERIMENT AL PROGRAM NOW OFFERS COMMUNITY WORK
The concept of "Looking Glass" is that
A new option for student s wishing to do
in a crisis ybu intervene first and counsel
independent study through the exlater. If a person comes in with a problem he
perimental college has just been developed.
usually wants immediate help rather than
It is largely for the student who wishes to
know more about community problems being fitted into the schedule at 2 o'clock
next week. "Looking Glass" can then be
dealing with young people, the student
wishing to help solve these problems, given immediate aid plus a follow-up if
and / or the student who wishes to either necessary . The agency can make appoint·
ments with other agencies dealing with
use or suplement his knowledge (or gain
knowledge) in the areas of sociology or psy- specific problems but can also give imchology. As usual in the experimental col- mediate aid to tide the person over until
lege program all this gains the student elec- such times the appointment can be made.
tive credit. The agency is called "Looking
The question, then, is what could the stuGlass" and is basically a "crisis interdent working through the experimental
vention" center which will deal with probprogram do in this agency? At almost every
lems involving family crises. runaway epilevel of the organization, the student would
sodes, drug abuses, asocial (or a nti-social)
be working with young people and their
behavior, juvenile delinquency, I-.,1bitual
problems. For instance the organization
truancy, and other youth-oriented probhas a place for "street workers" who would
lems.
At this po.int the following agencies or spend their on-duty time largely where the
people are. The kids are in the coffee
groups are attempting to handle these problems: Family Counseling and Child Place- houses, at the teen centers, in the youth centers, on the street, in many other places
mt::nt (foster homes, detention homes, and
residential treatment houses), Family & where the kids hang out. By being there
Juvenile Court, Youth Centers, Church & regularly they get to know the kids and
School Youth Oriented Programs, other know what their problems are . They find
yout h oriented program, and the police out when someone has mn awav. or is hav(Juvenile Division) . These agencies have ing a problem with drugs, or problems with
the police or their parents. He can then
certpin problems inherent in their setups.
They are overloaded with casework, creat• either help the kid over the problem or
ing a back-log . In some instances, they are bring him to the "Looking Glass" office for
more comprehensive help. The office proinflexible to the needs of youngsters. They
vides a place for workers, too. Often, when
are often rigidly structured. Perhaps their
biggest drawback is that by and large they a kid comes into the office his problem is
are unavailable for immediate problem sol- now rather well developed. The person
ving, e.g. 2 A.M . on a Sunday.
working a four-hour stiift m the office is

the ·one w ho often will do the work on a
specific case . In the case ofa runaway. the
office worker would try and deter_mine the
problem. try and get parental permission
for the kid to spend the night in a temporary
foster home to allow for a cooling off
period between the parents and child.
try and get the police called off (it is a
criminal offense for a minor to run away
and when the parents call the police they are
in effect making a complaint , although they
can withdraw the complaint.) , began work
in reconciliation between the various members of the family, obtain such legal aid as
may be necessary, etc . In addition to doing
much of the work in a case, parts of which
may also be done by other members of the
staff, the person in the office must take care
of any phone calls coming in during his
shift and either take action on them or ar•
range for someone else to carry throu·gh on

CIVIC
THEATRE *
Wac!ker Dr. at Washington

Archie will be played by Tad H rynie. wicz. Jess is portrayed by Jim Brandolino .
Gary P ortal plays Luke, and Wayne Bradley portrays the chaplain.

Starts JAN. 27
3 Weeks Only

Phone: 372-4814

"FANTASTICALLY FUNNY"-N.Y. TIMES

JULES FEIFFER'S
Devastating Satire

LITTLE MURDERS
JULES FEIFFER MURDERS THE ESTABLISHMENT

SPECIAL DISCOUNT for STUDENTS

"THE DISPOSAL" TODAY
The NI.SC Theater Lab, a student organization, present their first production of the
trimester today at three in the Little Theater. "The Disposal" tells the story of three
convicts on death row . Archie, a homo·
sexual, killed his mother a nd gra ndmother.
Jess, a twenty-two year old, strangled his
pregnant wife. Luke was convicted for
armed robbery in which he killed a man.
Robert Gorg, the student director, gave his
impression of the play. "It tells how men
are manipulated by their environment and
the result of their manipulation."
William Inge, the author said that his
work "strips bare the emotions of three
convicted prisoners."

the problem . The office is also a place for
some of the neighborhood teenagers to
hang out. While there is no supervision in
the sense of a teacher or a day camp counselor, there is a need for some minimal supervision.
These are just two of the many places in
"Looking Glass" where a student could
fing himself useful. There are others. For
more information on this program as it applies to the experimental program, contact
the usual people, Dr. Dufour, -Or. Maqindale, or Joe Troiani. If you are interested in
the progr_a m, but not interested in the work
through experimental program contacact
Fred English in the PRINT office E-45 or
call Mrs. Gerda Flanigan (co-director) at
275-9655 or 4443 N . Seeley, Chicago or
call the office in the Ravenswood-Y at LO1-8360 and a·sk for "Looki ng Glass' extension 20.

Bring this ad to the Box Office and receive
$5.50 Main Floor Tickets for $4.00
$5.00 Balcony Tickets for
$3.50
$4.00 Balcony Tickets for
$3.00
GOOD FOR TUE., WED., THURS. EVES. 8:30 & SUN. EVE. 7 P.~.
Or take advantage of our Student Group Rate
for groups of 10 or more at $2.50 each person

The Theater Lab is not connected with
stage players, which offers the season's major productions. The Lab, a non-budgeted
organization is operated for and.by the students. Direction and set design is always by
students. Technical director for "Disposal" is Bob Brown. Future Theater Lab
productions include cuttings from "A Man
for all Seasons", which will be directed by
Gary Portal .

Whoknows
what evil lurks
· inthe
heart of man?

Commonweallh United Presents aGrand Film Starring

,PeterSellers {g-,'Wingo Starr
in"Z/ie 'Magic Christiart'
• .,. """ s:n RICHARD ATTENBDR60GH · LEONARD FREY · LAURENCE HAR'¥EY · CHRISTOPHlR LEE
SPIK[ MILLIG.\N · RAQUEL WELCH .,,. ""'"' WILFRID HYDE WHITE · !SABEL JEANS · CA~OLINE BLAKISTON

t-~ ~r te b, J( SIS O'O[Ll · J•·tt:K b1 JOSEPH McGRATH • !•u ~!1tt P,00Jtt r1 HENRY T.WE INS TON & ANT~-tY 8 UNGER
S-: ·t t ~t :a, ~, HRRY SCUTH[RN JOS[PHMcGRATH&. P[T[R S[LURS · horr 111, no1t l 11y HPRY ~.01JiH £RN
~ ll5tc b~ k[h TtlORN[ • Co111• b, HCHNICOLOR" Released bwCOMMONWULTH UN ;~O ~ -.0 .,. . ... , , ..... , ,, .. o

a 1. ..... o .. c ............ ,u, u .. ,,. , . .. . ,,.

· corr,t an~ Ce: It b¥ PAl:l McC-lliNf'

~

-

il •·

--"\~
0

0-c

1''-ol s;

~!

'n.11 ~~lla
STARTS
FRIDAY, JAN. 30th
_,._AI\ING ~ HOUH $1 ,NYTIME
Wreyh9UJ"ld 1_t_r1,lri,L-..C..9 r... .Cl•rk • .l _l~• ... ~,.. ... ,. _ ... ~-.

F ea.Juring "The Band"
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STUDENT PLANS TO
BE COP, TELLS WHY
More than anyt hing in hi s life . Steve
Gorski wants to be a policeman , " I gotta
keep moving. I want excitement. I couldn't
take s itting at a desk all day like a banker,"
he explains with an easy grin, unembarrassed by a missing front tooth. He's not
ashamed to tell you that he lost it originally in a fight with a "collegiate" type at
school. " I was a greaser." He points to hi s
bl!1ck leather jacket a nd laughs.
Steve didn ' t like school much and when
he graduated from St. George's in I 969 , he
had already app lied to the C hicago Police
Academy . While his name moved up the
waiting list, he took a filing job with an insurance company. This April , a year s ince
his application, he will finally enter the AcadeIT,Jy. Steve is very proud of having
passed the tough entrance requirements : a
thorough medical examination, tests of
quick reflex and endurance, a battery of
aptitude tests, .a nd a record of above average high school grades. He must also carry
six hours of college work each semester
during his two year training program. For
this reason, he has started night c lasses
at Northeastern .
"People look at a Chicago policeman
and they think, man , is this guy dumb, but
they're a ll wrong." Steve thinks the Chicago Police are not only underrated , but
also very misunderstood by the public.
"People see a policeman as someone out to
get them. It's not just colored people who
feel this way, everyone does." When you
ask him about the complaint of blacks in
the ghetto that police round up and arrest
men who are only standing o n the street, he
tells you it happens to white guys in white
neighborhoods, too . "The police enforce
laws that are made by other people. They
are just doing their job." Besides keeping
order in society, Steve feel s that the police
sincerely try to help people in many ways,
like finding lost children or stopping traffic

for an old woman crossing th e street. To
him, when you're a police.m an, "your work
is your whole life."
S,t eve believes that a policeman can have
opinio n s as lon g as they don't int erfere
with his performance on the job. He admits
that when he was a kid , he had prejudices
against colored peop le, but he says he feels
differently now. He remembers playing
basketball with some colored guys from
Lawrence Hall, an orphanage in his neighborhood near California and Lawrence.
But when you ask him if he brought a ny of
these friends home with him, he hesitates.
Hi s dad is a CT A bus driver who made it
on his own from Depression poverty and
his mother is from the South, he says softly
and offers no further exp lanation.
He has never felt inclined to protest anything himself, but thinks "a protest is alright as long as it doesn't interfere with the
rights of other people--like the movement
of traffic. " While many young men have
denounced the war in Viet Nam, Steve accepts it as necessary to containing the
Communists in Asia. If he is drafted at
nineteen, he will go eagerly. A World War
I I buff, with a special interest in battle
strategy and tactics, he thinks combat duty
would be good experience .
Steve Gorski doesn't have anything against anybody. H e li kes the world pretty
much as it is . He has strong fa ith in our
country and our leaders, in particular Mayor Daley w hom he regards as foremost "a
good American." The only thing he worries
about is becoming a good policeman.
Susan Coniordet

AXE HOLDS

CONCERT
TOMORROW
Tomorrow afternoon Alpha C hi Epsilon
will be sponsoring a rock concert in the a uditorium featuring the Facts of Life . The
concert occurs at I :00.
AXE announced that t he event is being
held as a promotion for its pledging campaign , currently under way. Prospective
pledges are invited to speak with the mea n
of AXE at any time .

LOOKING FOR AN IDEAL DATE?
T~y •••••••.•.• ~- - -

Cupid Computer Service
111 No. Wabash Avenue
Chicago, 111. 60602
Send for our questionnaire
and additional information.

Delbert
Breckenfeld's
8th Column
. .;

Chicago Public Schools will have a
representative On campus f February 2, ')
58,400 starting salary (10 months)
10 days paid vacation

10 days sick leave
Paid hospitalization

EDUCATION PLACEMENT OFFICE

FRIDAY
JANUARY 30
The Alumni Club of Chicago
in,itt!t t!Vt!TYone 21 and older to our .

Of
The

SADIE HAWKIN'S DAV PARTY

----~

Lean in

~El.CMtS!!-SiNCE NONE

o·vci &IN MAN HJUFF T'MAAfN

MAH OOTTER, S.AOIE -AH
GOTTA TAKE FIRM
MEASUR.ES .'.' -

Will

On

....,,_

c;.,.,.c;:::;;.:.i,&l,,,_ _ _ ___J

Youth
Work

WMEN AM F IRES-10'
STAR.TS RUNNIN~~N
AH FIRES AG IN.SADIE
STA.IUS!~ Tl•f ONE SHE
l(ETCMES'Ll eE I-IER.

Well.Sadie.aid c.atch one nie.
other ~pet.ch sPins.U!"S
a1to,,,.,ed lt ""ere such e ~
idea -Sed,e MawK1ns Dii!H,1
L...;:...;.._ _ _ _ ~ ~ ~ n annuai af'falr !!·

from 8 :30 p.m: until J a.m . in ,,.., bt!auti/ul

SHERATON-CHICAGO HOTEL

in Bl 14
at

AH DECLARES T><IS
·:SADIE HAWl(INSOA"t' :!..

MUSBIN-La'SlllO~!

Speak

505 North Michif!,an A venue

1 :00

P.M.

'

.

'
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~
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Here at last, once again, is America's only national holida>
in honor of organi zed role-reversal. The girls will have the opportunity of-meeting the men they are interested in meeting.
Be ca use the traditi onal race would be a little too strenuous
for most of us, we decided to substitute frequent LADIES
CHOICE DANCES for that particular portion of the original
ritual.
4

.. ,..~. -..... -:..

.-. . . . .

'

Since it is rumored that Steve Winwood may be reforming Traffic , I thought it would be
a very opportune time to discuss some of the acco mpli s hments of the original group .
Most everybody knows something about Steve Winwood when he was in the Spencer
Davis Group, the Powerhouse, and Blind Faith. But many people when they hear the
name "Traffic," exc laim "Traffic what?" -- or 'Traffic w ho ?" Very simply, Traffic was
four brave men, Steve Winwood , (C organ, guita r, piano, bass guitar, harps ichord, and
vocals); Chris Wood, (flute, saxaphone, organ, percussion, and vocals); and Jim Capldi,
(drums, percussion , and vocals), who were all dedicate to experimenting with a .
completely free and original type of music . While they were together, Traffic made three
a lbum s, the first of these which is entitled 'Mr. Fantasy" (WAS 6651). This album mainly se rved the purpose of "getting it all together", though it did contain so me fine tracks.
Blood, Sweat, & Tears freaks will recognize " Smiling Phases" and to Three Dog Night
fans , "Heaven is in Your Mind ", will be familiar. But because ofWinwood's vocals, both
of these are far better than the covers . Other strong numbers are "Dealer", "Colored
Rai n", "Giving to You", (catch the influence on Jethro Tull), " Hole in My Shoe, (one of
John Lennon's favorite so ngs), a nd the beautiful "No Face, No Name, and No Number."
This album also contains one of their greatest numbers, "Mr. Fantasy ." It's subject is a
musician who makes people happy by playing many instruments. It is no coincidence that
Mr. Fantasy him self reminds us ofWinwood, who shi ne s on most of the album.
The second album, just called "Traffic," (WAS 6676), fulfills all the expectations
created by the first--and more. All four men working together make this one of the finest
albums l '.ve heard . Songs like "Feelin' Alright" and " You Can All Join In" contain
excell ent piano-guitar and accoustic-lead guitar work. At one point in " Vagabond Virgi n," the piano, accoustic guitar a nd flute play so well together that it is hard to tell them
apart; (that's the real meaning of being tight).
Throughout the album Mason's vocals, Capaldie's drums, and Wood' s reeds are pla ed
with great taste. Once again, Win wood proves that he is not only a thorobred vocali st and
composer, but also a thoughtful musician on any of the various instruments he plays. The
a lbum is put together so well , that it forms a natural progression from the first song to the
last o ne, "Means to an End. "
Their final a lbum together, "Last Exit," (WAS 6702), is sort of a quickie-job, which
was put toget her just after the group announced its breakup . Although it is not up to their
two previous albums, it cannot be dismissed so easily. "Shanghi Noodle Factory," a nd
"Medicated Goo" are as good as almost any of their other songs. They are backed by an
easy-flowing but groovin ' background, which few g roups can pull off as strong as Traffic
does. The second side is made up of two non-origin a ls, which were recorded live at the
Fillmore W est. They are played well, especially Tony Newely's "Feelin' Good"; but
base their effect on record . Recently , United Artists released an album of Traffic's" BEST" cuts, to a non-Traffic fan, it is a good introduction to the gr0up.
Traffic was an experimental band. It is impossible to say how many group s were influe nced by them . Other progressive grou ps were the first to pick up on Traffic and I feel
that these groups were the only ones that cou ld fully appreciate what Traffic was doing .
However, since so much h as happe ned in music_si nc e then , almost anyone can
understand and ap preciate the freedom in which they played .
··

Cl

Jim Lewis and
John Schmieken

·. :· ... J;.::,

L.S.A. WANTS
YOU!
Lambda Sigma Alpha, N ortheastern's
oldest sorority on campus, will be accepting
pledges this trimester. All girls on campus
are eligible and encouraged to pledge . If
you are interested in becoming a sister and
joining this organization, please attend the
RUSHES TEA , Wednesday night, January
28, at the Swedish American Recreation
Club, 3541 North C lark . The TEA will begin promptly at 7 :30 P .j\,1.. If you are' interested, but cannot attend this important
meeting, please notify one of the sisters of
LS.A. in the North Dining Hall.
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FACULTY rfRIES ONE MORE TIME!
The second attempt by NISC's faculty
senate to pass a new constitution failed last
Wednesday when the document, which required 66½'7c for ratification drew only
53.4'7c.
144 voted approval but there were 122
dissentions. "We're proceeding now to
elect a new senate under the present, or
existing constitution ," explained Lorenzo
Harrison, chairman of the faculty senate.
Vic Dufour has been appointed to convene an . election committee, which will
handle the necessary administrative work
involved in co-ordinating an election, Har -

rison elaborated. The present senate, according to Harrison, is still meeting and will
continue to do so. When elections are over
and the new senators have taken their seats,
operations in the body should be much the
same as they were previously. The senate
has decided not to undertake any discussions of decisions which must be carried
over to the newly elected representatives.
"They should be in their seats by February," said Harrison.
The success or failure, according to Harrison , of a new constitution doesn't affect
efforts directed toward the establishment of
a community governance in the least.

TKE OPENS RUSHING
Monday , January 26 marks the beginning of Tau Kappa Epsilon's winter rush
program . Once again TKE, the only nationa l fraternity on campus welcomes applications for membership .
Throughout the year TKE has made its
name well-known to the entire school via
its numerous activities and service projects.
TKE-sponsored functions include the recently conducted Ray Schellong Memorial

Fund, numerou s mixers, and the annual
Sweetheart Ball which is a coming event.
In addition to the numerous social activities TKE has been very active in athletics
with the Intramural football team tying for
first place in regular season play whi le the
defense allowed no opponent to score until
the play-offs. TKE plans to enter two
teams in the upcoming intramural basketball tournament. ,

SECURITY ISSUES 870 TICKETS
by Noreen C iesielczyk
A discussion with head security officer
Lieutenant Francis Flood the other day led
to amazing uncovering of the parking lot
situation. From November 10 until the end
of the winter trimester, a total of 872 tickets
were issued to delinquent autos . Lt . Flood
hastened to add that this was merely the total given to those cars that did not display a
parking decal. This was mainly to get every
student on campus to register their car during the year. Of these 872 violations, 122
fines were paid, 200 were discharged on appeal - usually because the security guard
failed to see the sticker. At the present time
there are still 298 delinquent tickets, and
122 notifications of fine letters have been
sent out . The tickets, originally issued for a
$3.00 fine, collect interest at the rate of
$1.00 per week. Refusal to pay can ultimately result in the dismissal of a student
from NISC, but Lt . Flood added that these
measures have not yet had to be resorted to ..
The intermediate measures taken are : withholding registration. materials, or sending

Term Papers - Theses typed

, A~ IBM typewriter
' .,.

if?i]) ·

SOc per Page

Ca 11 Mrs. Co hen
338-5242

As an important part of the book the
graduate section is being planned now .
Consequently, the yearbook is arranging
dates for seniors to come and have their pictures taken for the 1970 yearbook. Any seniors who will be graduating in A pril, August, or D ecember of 1970 should come
down to the Beehive Yearbook office, room
E-41, at the east end of the checkroom and
sign up for an appointment.
The dates on which you may come to register for an appointment to have your picture taken are W ednesday, J anuary 2 1
through Friday, February 6, 1970. The
yearbook office will be opened on these
dates from 9 :00 AM until 4:00 PM .
The pictures will be taken in the Beehive
Yearbook Office on Monday, February 16,
through Friday March 20, from 9 AM to 12
noon and from I PM to 3 PM.

the student to the dean of students. Faculty
violators are reported to their immediate
superior or to the Dean of Academic Affairs.
Lt. Flood, as can be imagined , is looking
forward to the constru\:tion of the parking
facility as admittance will be controlled at
the entrance by guards.

BUY DIRECTFROM IMPORTER

100 % HUM AN HAIR WIGS

Machine
Made Wigs 14·90
Reg Retail $29. 50 to 59.50
■
Hand
Made Wigs ' 34 ■ 90
Reg R etail $85.00 to 200.0 0
Fashionable Falls

Reg Retail $49.50 to 79.50

ART Supplies

ATTENTION: APRIL, AUGUST,
DECEMBER GRADS, BEHOLD!!!
The 1970 Beehive Yearbook is in the
planning stages. Walinger Studios Inc. will
photograph the seniors of NISC for the
1970 book .
To be a true representative of Northeastern's student body, the Yearbook needs
the cooperation of graduating seniors. ·

Wed., Jan. 28, 1970

We have What
You Need!

Lovely Wiglets

Reg Retail $15.00 to 25.00

Beautiful Cascades

Reg Retail $ 20.00 to 35.00

Eyelashes
Reg Retail $2 . 50

t o 5.00

Stretch
Wigs
Reg Retail $ 2 4 .95 to

29.95

~

Student Discount
RICH'S HOBBYVILLE
3838 N . Cicero Ave .
545-0271
Ch i cago , Ill.

Phone- 641-2199
ADDITIONAL 10% OFF TO
STUDENTS & FACULTY
WITH I.D.

•-

Duf ours D en

NICKEL NIGHT

ROARING FIREPLACE

4 p.m. to 7 p.m.

RI B S

To eat here or take out

PITCHERS OF BEER
COMPLIMENTARY PEANUTS
Mode1.t Price1>

COCKTAILS & HOT DRINKS
Open from lunch till 2 A .M .
7 da y s a _.eek

AM P LE FREE P AR K ING

1 4 47 N • We II s

664 - 239 3

■

9:30 to 5 : 30 M ON DAY TH RU SA T .

t : <1 .-.;1111/ un,I f .' oz.~-

Bratwurst & other " great "
Char coa l B r oiled Items

■

STEVENS BUILDING

Every Tuesday

BARBECUE

■

17 N . STATE • SU ITE 1716

COCKTAIL HOUR

LIGHT OR DARK

■

Don Kaye I m ports

SPECIALIZING IN LUNCHES

GIANT HAMBURGERS
64 oz ..Pitcher of Beer $1.75

■

Sy nth etic, Ta p ered , Str aight or Curly

"****· Don't miss it . I repeat , d o n 't m iss it."
- N ew York Daily N e w s

26 90
6 60
11 60
1 40
14 90

6213 N. MILWAUKEE, CHICAGO

open 11:30 a.m. to??? 792-2129

•-
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POSITION AVAILABLE:
For registered nurse in health service for Saturday mornings 8-12 or 8-1 P.M. Interview
with Miss Etten in health service . Call ext. 348
or 504.

ARIES: Ad na u sea m : G e t some QeW
AQUARIUS: Argot : Now get 'dis pal ,
jokes.
you s bette r stop a ll your c rummy flap
TAURUS: Toad Stool: House train, your and get your raunch y s how c;>n the road ,
pets.
dig?
GEMINI: Gramarye : The last _ thing
PISCES: · Procrustean ; Lately you've
you'll be is the life of the party :
been really stretching things . Try a difLEO: Leveret : Would you believe, ferent bed.
"Here comes Peter Leverethopping down
Don't get it, huh ? Well, do your homethe ... "
work, look up the words .
Not many of you h ave a ked how M.C .
VIRGO: Voracious: Properly placed adLIBRA: Logion: Don't worry if every- gets his "ideas." He got this one in a flash
and he hasn't been back since. Finally, if
thing you say isn't written down.
you're wondering what happened to Dear
SCORPIO: Snuggle : You make some- "America First" Sid, he's _playing right
front fender for the Green Bay Packards.
thing out of this one!
Finally Joe "Uncle Miltie" Troiani has
SAGITTARIUS: Sow Belly: (not to be started a column called Info. Where have
confused as the Brother of a great lawyer) we heard that before? And finally, Mel
" for official use only" Skvarl a, sta y out of
Eat your heart out?
CAPRICORN: Casuist : (Judge Hoffman, trees. Bye, lovlies, this is your pie-eyed
are you a Capricorn.?) All the rest of you
perpetraitor of perverted prose wishing
take note (ah perhaps) lest ye be judged. you a warm watchband . tick ...

Continental Can Company, Inc., The
Green Giant Company, Proctor & Gamble
Company are just a few of the scores of top
U .S. Corporations who will be interviewing
at a special March 19 and 20, 1970 conference at Chicago's Palmer House Hotel.
Dubbed "INTRO" because it introduces
college seniors to industry, the interviewing
meeting is sponsored for the 13th consecutive year by the American Marketing
Association's Chicago Chapter. Over the
years, numerous students have found that
all-important position through the INTRO
conferences.
'
INTRO gives graduating seniors the
chance to interview with dozens of compa nies ALL IN ON E LOCATIO N . Students save ti me a nd money. THE D EADLINE FOR R E GISTE RI NG IS FE BR UARY 1 1, 1970.
HERE'S HOW TO REGISTER : To par-ticipate in the conference, simply stop at the
Placement Office and ask for a registration

&RAND FUNK
RAILROAD

form which is actually a resume . Fill it out
and send it in together with a $5 registration
deposit (which will be refunded at the time
of registration, at the Palmer House Hotel)
to: the Chicago representative whose name
is available in the Placement Office. Do this
by February I I th. Look over the list of
companies which will be participating in
the conference .
Liberal Arts graduates who are aware of
the fact that there is no definite correlation
between their major and a business position
should make a point of exerting themselves
to talk with business representatives. They
must explore the range of caree r possibili ties . They should not be discouraged because they lack certain types of technical
training; the ir employme nt will depe nd on
character and personality traits, and ot on
a particular piece of paper listing a major.
It is interesting to note that a number of
years ago the Carnegie Foundation issued

DOUBLE

FEBRUARY 7 • 8 ,30 pm
OPERA HOU.SE

DELANEY, BONNIE
& FRIENDS
WITH ERIC CLAPTON

S&H &REEN_STAMPS

FEBRUAR Y 14 • 7,00 & 10,30 PM
AUD ITORIUM THEATRE

THE DOORS

With ANY GAS Purchase
ANY DAY of the Week

FEB RUARY 15 • 7 ,00 & 10 ,30 PM
AUl)ITORIUM THEATRE

MOODY BLUES
MARCH I • 7,30 PM
AUDITORIUM THEATRE

IRON BUTTERFLY
MARCH 21 • 7 PM & 10 ,30 PM
AUD ITORI UM THEATRE

JOECOCKER
THREE 006 Nl&HT

588-9365

588 -985"0

APRIL 5 • 3,30 & 7,30 PM
AUDITORIUM THEATRE

SMOKEY ROBINSON
&THE MIRACLES

ALVAN'S STANDARD SERVICE
4000 W. PETERSON (PETERSON & PULASKI)

APRIL 17 • 8 ,30 PM
AU DITORIUM THEATRE

Tic ke t Pric es , $6.50, $5.50, $4.5 0 , $3.50
Tickets now available at t he Auditori um
Theatr e box office, all Chicagoland Marshall Fi el d an d Mo:i t gome ry Ward s Stores,
Paralune s at 26 59 Nor th Clark Street, Flip
Si de Reco r ds at 33 14 West Foster Ave nue
and other Tic ketron outlets .
Mail o rd ers to 22n d Cent ury, 70 W. Hubbard , Ch ic ago , Illi no is 60610. En clo se a
self -a ddre ssed stamped enve lope.
, USTEN TO WCFL FOR LATEST
22ND CE'NTURY CONCEi:f ',4f0RMATION

by Monika Czehak
Northeastern has joined other major college campuses in establishing an Environmental Health and Safety Committee. The
American College Health Association, of
which NISC is a member, defines such a
committee as, "an essential aspect of the
total college health program ... basic to the
students' needs for a safe and healthful
place to study, worl,., live and play."
The EH & S committee will concern itself in the following areas - purity of water,
fire safety, sanitation in the cafeteria, (Marion Etten, director of Health Services, said
that many accidents happen as a result of
spillage on the cafeteria floors .) an adequate
supply of disposal cans, safety equipment
where required , and communicable disease
control.
The placement of clean-off mats at the
exit doors will be the first safety precaution
proposed . Slippery conditions there have
caused many falls.

INDUSTRY WANTS 1970 SENIORS

22ND CENTURY PRESENTS

MARCH 22 • 7, 30 pm
AUDITORIUM THEATRE
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SAFETY
CRYPTO COMMITTEE
FORMED

MONDO
First of all , let me say that this week's
Mondo was really funny but Mel Skvarla
censored out all the good material. Frankly
I expect him to start using the lines . (I guess
I'm really asking for it b ·1t then again M.C .
doesn't guess.) Now for the second first of
all . M.C. was written.this week, in the dark,
during the utterly fantastic Jose Greco concert. As Jose was busy pounding the boards
with Latin sole Mondo was peppering the
paper with his own special brand of wit,
Brand X.
In case you.didn't know , and even if you
did, let it become public that M.C.'s talents
don't just encompass simple prediction,
· they go completely around other mystic endeavors and odd a-bilities.
Your private secret knowledge this week
was evolved in the following manner
(which you can do yourself, with little or no
practice) . Take the first letter of your sign
(e.g . Aries "A", Stop "S" .. .), open a dictionary to that letter and pick the first word
you see . Then make something out of it.
Not clear? Watch .

··-··- --

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

-·

TUNE-UPS
TRANSMfSSIONS
STANDARD
BREAKES RELINED
RADIATORS
WHEEL ALIGNMENT
EXHAUST SYSTEMS
HANO WASH
TIRES • BATTERIES

FACTORY AUTHORIZED
SALES & SERVICE .
IARKIV
FRI GI KING
SAIE DAY SERVICE
& INSTALLATIONS
SERVICE ON ALL IIAl(ES
& MODELS & ALL
FACTORY INSTALLED UN1n

AUTO AIR
CONDITIONING

• • • • • • •• •

'"f .'

wha t was then considered a surprising statement : "On the basis o f our stud ies we find
that technical training counts for only 15% ,
in the success of an individual, while per·sonal qualities count for 85% .'' Later
studies confirmed the Carnegie finding s
that personal qualities are more important
on first jobs, promotions, and di scharges
than the skills required for the job. An individual may have the general intelligence
and special abilities considered significant
for successful performance in a given occupation and yet fail to achieve success.
In most instances such failure s can be
ascribed to character and personality
defiencies.
The student w ho has de mo nstrated qualities of leadership and responsibility initiative, persistence a nd good wo rk habits
will be in demand regardless of his major.
Many companies have valuable training
programs. Students s hould stop at the
Placeme nt Office and ask for a copy of the
College Placement Annual with an
enormous listing of companies and the
kinds of training programs available to
qualified college graduates.
Liberal Arts grads--all grads--help stamp
out ignorance about career possib_ilities.
Avail yo urselves of these sources.

CARRELS NOW
POSTED
Those students who requested assignment of carrels this trimester should visit
the "official Notices" Bulletin Board outside the a uditorium, announced Student
Services last week.
On the boards are posted lists of the car. rel assignmen'ts for the trimester.
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P'HYSICAL EDUCATION DEPARTMENT
~V'SICAL EDUCATION DEPAATMll!:NT
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Dear Editor,

raplacemiant, we'd like to ; saest onl y two of t he many Phydcal Educ a-

OD behalf of the

atudent ■

of the Physica l Edu c a tion Departnient,

•• would like to coll!plain about y our (n ot our) ao- calle d a ports editor,
1■

imcompetent , incons i derate, obnoxious ,

and ~ftantiJM: a evell n aueeatin&•

Tha only re a 8on h e ha s the job i s be-

O.va Green.

We feel that he

cauaa he happens to be a friend o f t h e e d i tor .
only quality (if conside red

a■

Thi s a eema to be t he

such) Dave Gr een posse sse s t hat in an:•

way qual1fia8 him to eve n write f or ntE

PRnrr,

tion Kajora who vould qualif y f or t he posi ti on.

Somaona like Jaaper

Lagamb ina or Ron Midd l e t on would be e xce ~lent and compe t e nt r ey lacel!M!n t s ,
UJe., tk., UMQus,g,. ~d 1 d e ol'i.o 5vf'f ,:,,·1 -S,,..,,. G d/ a...s 4.1'\ ~ ~ . / / ~ rct1or , ..-.
We have s t ood s ilently by fo r f ive mon ths , since Septe mbe r, wi t hout
~ y dire ct c ot111DCnt a , but we can no longer r e ma in s i lent,

We s i ncerely

hope t ha t s ome thing wil l be done •to r e l eave t his school and TilE PRI NT
· o f Dave Green .

much leas t he sp o rts

coluwn of which he o bvioualy kD"• l i ttle about.
\-le fe e l that the aporta editor of 'nlE PRI NT should p osse a s c e rta in
qualiti,• aa f ollows 1

l.

A' firat-hand knowledae of all t he sports ac tiv it ies i n t h e
achOC,,. (and not sit downin THE PRI NT o ff ice o r t he Poo l Ha ll
and make u p atorie a abo ut our Phys i c_:al Ed u ca tion Dep3r tmen t~

2.

A real inte r•••t in all t t . a c tiv ities a nd all t he teams , i ncludinr; the woirian ' • t eama (and n o t give cu tting ap.d v i c i ous
clichl remark• attackina t he aood i n t e n t i ons o f a ll our teams'
efforta J

3.

Ue (or ahe) ahould carry on the aood vil l end exce llent s p ort' a
reportio & tradition of Bill Ba ka r (Aim NOT g r oH l y insult· Bill' s
efforts t o brini aome kind o f uplifting class t o e t l eas t half
of t he apo rt a c olurtn.)

We f e e l t hat Dave Green i s l acki na in a ll the se qual it i es a nd fee l
that ao~on e ( alTUO at anyone ) c ould aiv e a be t ter v i ew of the s p or t s
a cene a t Northeas te r n.

And i f .we 're laddn[; any nar.ies to 3ive as a

the
D ave
Green
Report

they talk me into playing this stupid ga me?" The o the r me mber present, Bill Spreitze r,
coul d o n ly s hake his head and d idn 't seem to respo nd to m y ques tions in a ny othe r way.
This left o ne mo re fell ow tha t played in the game . His na me seems to escape me a t the
mo ment and I fina ll y found him in the s hower. I we nt over and in trod uced myself and he
said , " Wha t the hell are you do ing in the showers wi th your clothes on ?" It was then 1
realized that it was qui te wet-in there, but 1 co uld do no thing about it so I accepted the soap
offe red and continued with t he interview .
This gu y also had littl e_to say, he coul dn't stop la ughing long enough to be in tell igible . So
I left the gy m thinki ng how brave these guys were faci ng certa in defeat a nd coming back
for more. Some call it brave but in t he case of the PRINT Penguins stupid ity could be a
be tte r word to use.

********
Gos h fe llows, I rea lly don 't kn ow if I'll be able to do a co lum this week. I'm reall y upset
o ver the turn of e vents. Whe n I read the letter fro m the peo ple over in the gym complaining
abou t the column, it j ust to re me apart. I must say that the letter cut exceptionally deep into
my self-co nfidence. After a ll I was making a serious a tt e mpt to bri ng a·new light onto the
Northeastern spo rts sce ne and then to be spurned by those people tha t are most interested
in it. M a n, that rea lly hurts . Of course I k id around a little, but all of you know that I don 't
mean a n y of t hat stuff. To te ll me that I am not carrying on the fi ne t radi tion of Bill Baker
after I have ad mired a nd even emulated Bill th rou ghou t my writing career on the PRI NT
was reall y the break fo g po in t t hough . I j ust don 't know whe the r or no t I will be able to
co ntinue with the column . I've done so me deep thinking aft er the lette r, m a ybe I' ll get
away fro m the sports at NISC for awhile a nd ta ke some thing else up for the time being,
until I am a ble to cope with it again .
I don't want to let you down however, so this week I wi'll try to put together some th ings
that I ho pe you will enjoy.

Well the first Pocket Billiards T ournament to be held at Northeastern finis hed up last
week with Paul Bartels just ge tting by Andy Hi ll to ta ke the championship. Afte r fa ll ing
behind by as much as twelve ba lls ea rl y in-the con test Paul was a ble to come back and ta ke
the game awa y in t he fin a l rack. The fi nal sco re was 50 to 49 . Pau ls win has to be one o f t he
hi ghli g hts o f the NISC s po rts scene this year, he was sort o f a dark horse beca use pretourney fa vo rites o ut-shadowed him. Most o bserve rs thought it would be a race between
Ed Fo ley, Jim Sko nberg a nd Andy Hill. J im Sko nberg made it in to the fin a ls a lo ng with
A ndy , bu t Foley was e li m inated by De nnis Dilg who was later beate n by Hi ll. Ba rte ls d idn 't
have a semi-final match beca use Ji m Ford , his oppo nent , was un ab le to ma ke it an d had to
forfeit.
There were 24 me n e nte red in the T ourna me nt playi ng for the right to go co mpete in
regiona_l competition in Milwa ukee . Pa ul said he will go, but A ndy revealed th a t he
wo uldn 't be able to ma ke it ._Tha t would leave Jim Skon be rg eligible to go to Wisconsin bu t
he was not available for comment.

********

~

Hello again everyone, Dave Green speaking of sports on the PRINT contemporary
For ail of you who were wondering, I did compete in the Pool tournament a nd broke all
network . Today you will hear the actual thoughts of a typical Northeastern Intramural
precedents by actually winning a match. I was lucky enough to beat Larry Halec, 50-42.
Basketball team. I went to the gym last Thursday to interview one of the teams kno_w ing
While I was riding high with this victory I was shot down in the second round by Mike
that this could be one of the most intriguing of this series of reports.
DiTusa. Mike and I had an interesting little match. Neither one of us seemed to want to
The team I approached was named the PRINT Penguins. They had just lost their first
game 67-19 and were understandably upset over the loss . I questioned the captain of the · win. I would miss an easy shot leaving the table open for Mike and then he would turn
around and do the same for me. It went on like this until Mike was able to win. He was, of
team, Gene Corey, as to what he thought was the major reason for the onesided score. He
came back quick with a snide, "They put the ball in the basket more than we did ." We all
course, beaten in his next match.
Other highlights of the tourney include the predictable collapse of Ralph Fries when an
had an ironical laugh at that for two or three seconds and after some more proddin~ Gene
gave a straight answer. "You see they ran with the.ball while we .sort of jogged or stumbled
unknown, Louis Benson, walked all over him, 50-21. For a while Ted Temkin looked like
he would have the dubious honor of making the fewest balls in a match. Making only 16 in
down the court." I found out later that the reason for the Penguins' slowness was attributed
losing in a first round match. However, Warren John set the futility mark in the second
to their bad condition, physically.
round by only making 13 balls while losing to Jim Skonberg . .
Wanting to look farther into this aspect of the game I went over to where the other
Well, that's over with. I don 't know how I was able to get through another column. I've
members of the team had collapsed on the ground and asked them, "What kind of shap~ are
gone through such an emotional strain . Well people maybe I'll see you next week, I hope
you guys in ?" Larry Spaeth painfully raised his head and said, "What?" I repeated the
this column was better, after all I'm only here to please you.
question. Larry wheezed out a small chuckle and leaned over and woke up Mike Gilmore
Stick with those Sox .
who stared blank-eyed at me and went back to sleep mu!:llbling something about, "How did

IN THE MEAN TIME, IN BETWF;EN TIME
Dy RON, MIDDLETON

It's amazing how fast one tires on the court during a twenty minute session of
Intramural Basketball. Those who thought they were in shap~ are now thinking twice,
and for some, the sight of a substitute ready for play can be heavenly. All in all, the
1970 Intramural Basketball season opened last Thursday on a favorable note, that is the
'favorites' continue to win.
·
Last Thursday ' s results· are a s follows : In the Red Division, the COL TS galloped to a
56-33 win over the PEACOCKS; the POLISH MAFIA, ·heavily favored, subdued the
BANDAIDES by a score of 51 -3 3; a nd finally the AXE outlasted the MIDGETS
30-23 . Thes e MIDGETS are really MIDGETS, not one ball player over 5 ' 10", it looks
like a long tough season for those beloved MIDGETS.
Over in the Blue Division , the H O T DOGS ove rwhelmed the FORBIDDEN 72-78,
that's some kind of a wa llop those HOT DOG S have; the WARRIORS foll o wing the
same example of the HOT DOGS, bombarded the PRINT PENGUINS 67-19 , I
suggest someone play Taps for the PRINT PENGUINS ; and our poor, poor Faculty,
the OLD TIMERS suffered thei r firs t setback to that of the PISTONS 54-30, these
guys really tried, but the ait beca me sparce and the breathing irregular ; maybe next
week OLD TIMERS.
Tuesday ' s results will have to wait until next iss ue. Hang on fans, it's not a ll tha t bad ,
and don 't fo rge t MR . RON'S C o mments a nd Po int s o n the gym bulletin boa rd .

(RED DIVISION)
I. Colts
2. Polish Mafia
3. Axe
4 . Penguins
5. Bandai des
6 . Peacock s .

THURSDAY INTRAMURAL DIVISION
W L
1-0
1-0
1-0
0-0
0-1
0-1

7 . Midgets
(BLUE DIVISION)
I . Hotdogs
2. W a rriors
3. Pistons
4. Independents
5. Old Timers
6. Forbidden
7 . Print Penguin s

*

.

*

*

*

P OP
56-33
51-33
30-23
00-00
33-51

0-1

33-56
23-30

1-0
1-0
1-0
0-0
0-1
0- 1
0-1

72-2 8
67- 19
54-30
00-00
30-54
28-72
19-67

*

*

